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Reader be keen,
you're in for a zine!

Hey there horror fans. Tis the spooky season, so Pretty Deadly Films couldn’t
just pick one film to theme our October issue around. To really ward off the
spirits this Samhain, we’re going through as many of our horror favourites as
possible, an all treats, no tricks issue – we couldn’t be happier with the
contributions we’ve received to the zine this month, it’s like going through a
whole housing estate and getting all the best chocolate bars, not a monkey nut
in sight. 

Horror, we’re so often told, is about our fear of the unknown. Yet so much of
this year has seen the fears of what we do know thrust in our faces and we all
know how dreadful it is; the daily jump scare of numbers and statistics,
restrictions and infections casting heavy shadows as they hang over us like the
Sword of Damocles, the injustices we all know permeate through our world
boiling over and burning the vulnerable. Horror stories in fact often see us
processing the things that scare us that we’re all to aware of, and it’s a worthy
exercise; they let us work through our anxieties with a screen propped up as a
barrier. If you’ve been staring at the same four walls for the last 7 months, have
had to cancel big plans or had bitter truths about the world you live in
confirmed with dreadful certainty, you could probably actually do with a bit of
the unknown right about now. 

So you might want to take comfort this Halloween with some of your old faves,
their clear moods and methods curling round you like a creepy but cosy
blanket. Or perhaps you’re looking to take in some new scares, losing yourself
in the darkness of the obscure and mysterious. Either way we hope you enjoy
this issue, and it inspires you to go watching some spooky cinema this
Halloween, because the only thing more delightful than the last page of this
zine are the first 8.  Once you’ve read it, you’ll never again feel safe in the dark
(about when the next issue is coming).
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'Jennifer's Body' by Amy Louise  @amylouioc
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Relentless and
Ridiculous:

Masculinity in
The Guest

- Luke Dunne

When David Collins arrives at the door of the Peterson family, the titular guest of Adam Wingard’s The Guest, he looks like
the absolute ideal of what an all-American man is supposed to be. Played with glee by Dan Stevens, the former army
sergeant is a brilliant, confident, beautiful, well-mannered, blue-eyed blonde beefcake. His gentle, vaguely Southern accent
carries the implication of a perfect gentleman, his description of running to their home from the distant bus-stop evidence
of a peak phsyical specimen. David tells Laura Peterson that, before her son Caleb was killed in Afghanistan, that he told
David (the two supposedly best friends) to take care of the family. He's sensitive, but he cuts deep. It might be the first
time Caleb's name has been spoken aloud since his death. Laura, gripped with grief and clinging to the connection for dear
life, invites the smiling stranger to stay for as long as he likes. He seems like such a nice young man.

David has a charismatic quality to him, he seems to slip into being
whatever people want him to be almost effortlessly, a demeanour that
comes through perfectly thanks to the performance of Stevens. He
comes from the cross-section of “Might play Bond / Might play Mr
Darcy” crowd of British actors, easily able to move between sweet and
suave, hapless or dangerous, and as David he lays the charm on thick
as he settles into the Peterson home and the local area. Suddenly,
dissatisfied dad Spencer has a drinking buddy, someone to listen while
he gripes about his lack of success at his dead-end job. “Your wife
seems to respect you sir”, David’s polite reassurance. For Laura, it’s like
having her eldest son again, bringing the family back together with
gentle good humour and a helping hand around the house.

Youngest son Luke likewise has someone to look up to, a dude who
looks like Captain America who takes an unprecedented interest in the
life of a socially awkward teen who definitely has friends (just…online
and stuff), giving him advice and confidence and sorting out his bullies.
The only one who’s sceptical is daughter Anna, played by Maika
Monroe, but his masculine appeal is able to make some in-roads with
her all the same. She isn’t made of stone after all.

Women want him, men want to be him, David appears perfect. It’s all a façade. Alone, David sits motionless and stares
blankly into space, frozen with fury, a contrast to the serene smile he adopts when he gets to perform brutal violence. He’s
a cold-blooded killer, the product of an army experiment on the loose, and he is willing to do anything to keep his freedom,
with horrific consequences for the Petersons. Take an army guy, pump him full of experimental drugs and repressed rage
and you end up with a deranged pastiche of an action movie hero, literally toxic masculinity on steroids.

Stevens’ performance gets more brilliantly comedic every time I watch the film. His facial expressions and deadpan reading
of every line turning a secret killer into a living embodiment of the smirk emoji. When David gives it the good-old-boy
routine with Anna and Luke’s parents, we know he’s putting it on from a very early point. It is much more real when he
tells Luke to deal with bullies by bringing a knife to school, and if they take the knife, to “go the their houses at night and
burn them down with their families inside. What’s the worst they could do?” When Luke gets in trouble for fighting back at
school, David plays up the slurs directed the kid's way, the novel idea of being less than the cishet white ideal a neat
lifehack David is amused to turn to their advantage, he’s trying to teach Luke to see himself as above consequences,
because guys like David usually are.
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David isn't wrong to want to help this family, it's more the killing anyone who stands in his way and having no moral
compass beyond his own sensory input that's the problem. Even having sex, David seems hollow until it turns into a
performance. Questioned if he's enjoying it, David steps his game up (and gets more physical in the process), to keep his
cover being blown. What David actually wants isn't actually clear, only what he doesn't want - to be caught by the military,
otherwise he just barrels on ahead like a cold-blooded shark, never regretting what he might leave behind him. What we’ve
learned since the 80s is that the effortless charm of your Tom Cruises actually has quite a lot of effort behind it, a strain
behind the scenes to hold normal up in front of the destructive maniac at heart, desperate to be liked, vindictive to the
contrary. Through Anna’s eyes, David’s affable nature is clearly disingenuous, patronising and controlling. When David fixes
her with a Kubrickian stare and assures her that since he’s moving on soon there’s no need to snoop around him any more,
coldly insisting that she repeat “okay?” back at him before snapping back into Mr Wonderful mode to accept a mix tape
from her, it’s as disturbing as any of the film’s gruesome kills.

This kind of insistent, faux-friendly guy act is as insidious as any slasher killer, and to an extent much more present. Too
many subcultures, too many communities have plenty of their own Guests, guys who ingratiate themselves in, build
barriers through overt insistence of their qualities, while acting underneath the surface with sinister intent. Unchecked
and unchallenged, David moves through every aspect of this families lives – their home, workplaces, school, Anna’s social
circle, to corrosive effect, destroying everything. Even is his intent to help is honest, at his core David is violent and self-
interested, he’s not a guest, he’s a parasite.

Any sense of interiority or reflection has been burnt out by whatever the military did to David in their efforts to create the
perfect soldier. The Guest is a ridiculous, over the top ode to the ass-kickers of the 80s, the cool dudes of the movies of the
day - Tom Cruise, Patrick Swayze, Kurt Russell – given the programming of the Terminator, a Cool Guy who will not stop,
ever, until you are dead. Or until you like him. Or both. As entertaining and audacious as the film's lead is to watch, the
story is clear about the dangers that he presents. 

David’s masculinity is amusingly over-the-top, but it’s demonstrably harmful, not just in his murder but in how his
seemingly shining example starts to twist Luke into becoming a more hateful person, lashing back at classmates and
dismissing his sister, even in the face of tragedy. This toxicity can be hard to kill completely, literalised through David’s
horror villain resurrection routine at the end, but it can be rejected, as Luke chooses his sister over his new big brother
figure in the end. Even when fully exposed, David is still playing the nice guy, giving an encouraging thumbs up, saying
that he doesn’t blame them and that they did the right thing while gasps of air whoosh through wounds. Needless to say,
by then Anna and Luke are pretty far from being taken in by the routine, their parents dead, their own lives uncertain.
David, somehow, walks away, happy to move on from them, seemingly free to run ablaze through wherever he escapes
next, his flimsy firefighter disguise laden with irony. He has scorched everything around them for his own self-
preservation, and gets away with it all with a knowing smile. What is there to say except Anna's closing line, "what the
fuck"?

If someone so relentlessly perfect as David Collins comes to your door, it’s probably worth thinking twice about letting
them in, before the whole house starts to burn.
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SOLVE THE PUZZLES ON THIS PAGE. FUN!

SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE!!

WHAT HAS CHANGED?

HOW MANY?

HOW MANY BANANAS CAN
YOU SEE?

HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN
YOU SEE?

HOW
MANY
?

?

DRAW YOUR OWN HOUSE
IN THIS BLANK SPACE:

CAN YOU FIND THE CAT? PLEASE? BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE??
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The Fall – Jonathan Glazer - Length 7 minutes
Released earlier this year by Jonathan Glazer, The Fall aired suddenly on BBC Two
between programmes and was described by one writer as like being “plunged
into hell”. Harsh, abstract and alienating as you’d expect from the director of
films like Birth and Under the Skin, The Fall is an eerie snapshot of primitive rage
and tribe mentality, as a masked mob captures a victim in the woods and throws
them, noose tied around their neck, down a seemingly infinite well. It all feels
like stumbling across some horrible primal ritual in the dead of night,
disoriented by the sight, frozen faces etching onto your brain, Mica Levi’s score
prickling through the nervous system. And if that doesn’t do it for you, check out
Glazer’s rejected Cadbury’s Flake advert instead, starring Denis Lavant of Holy
Motors as the devil himself, and SUCCUMB TO THE CRUMB.

The Sermon – Dean Puckett Length 11 minutes
This 2018 English short taps into the aesthetics of classic folk horror cinema, but
it’s not just pastiche, tapping into current societal fears instead of just relying on
the trimmings of the past. The Sermon is a simple story of prejudice, featuring a
preacher proselytising about the evils of homosexuality, his isolated
congregation keeping his own daughter repressed and under the thumb. It’s not
the easiest watch, but the suggestion of how corrosive
this community is comes through quite clearly and there’s some really striking
imagery packed in here that makes this short a worthy addition to films of folksy
fears. Impressibely, the short builds to a brutal but cathartic climax, while
keeping the feeling of unease with some unanswered questions. 

Tickle Monster – Director Remi Weekes - Length 4 minutes
If you’ve seen a lot of short films in the horror genre, you know that many of
them are set up in a similar way: a quick build up to a big punchline scare.
When this is done well, it’s a great showcase for a director’s ability to build
tension and quickly communicate ideas; Andy Muschietti, Lee Cronin and more
have developed concepts from their short films into full-fledged features.
Tickle Monster packs a lot of intriguing stuff into just a few minutes, telling a
story of masculine fragility and the fear of being vulnerable, all mixed in with
urban legends and good old-fashioned scary creatures. Find this online to prep
for Weekes’ first feature His House, arriving on Netflix on October 30th.

Catcalls – Director Kate Dolan - Length 8 minutes
A man gets more than he bargained for when he flashes two young women late
at night. Catcalls is inspired by a real-life experience that’s far too real for too
many women, but it turns the tables around, showing how quickly intimidators
can themselves be exposed when stood up to. Stylish and atmospheric, Dolan
builds a glimpse into a world at which we could stare for a thousand years. Dolan
is one of Ireland’s own, having done great work with bands like Bitch Falcon and
Pillow Queens in recent years to keep the music video alive, and we can’t wait to
see her go further in the years ahead.
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Normally in this section PDF offers up some features that are on theme with our film of the
month, with similar subjects or stars. This time, we’re offering up some fun-size films. Please do
not egg our gaff for this, as these are all quality no matter their size. These horror shorts will
make a fine introduction to the full-length films you take in over Halloween, and they’re all
available online.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Uxnpc-JQ3o
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'Cujo' by Jess Dunne - @jessdoesscribbles




